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Abstract: Deep state space models (SSMs) are an actively researched model class for temporal
models developed in the deep learning community which have a close connection to classic SSMs.
The use of deep SSMs as a black-box identification model can describe a wide range of dynamics
due to the flexibility of deep neural networks. Additionally, the probabilistic nature of the model
class allows the uncertainty of the system to be modelled. In this work a deep SSM class and
its parameter learning algorithm are explained in an effort to extend the toolbox of nonlinear
identification methods with a deep learning based method. Six recent deep SSMs are evaluated
in a first unified implementation on nonlinear system identification benchmarks.
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1. INTRODUCTION

System identification is a well-established area of auto-
matic control, see Åström and Eykhoff (1971); Ljung
(1999). A wide range of identification methods have been
developed for parametric and non-parametric models as
well as for grey-box and black-box models. Contrary, the
field of machine learning and deep learning has emerged as
the new standard in many disciplines to model highly com-
plex systems, see Goodfellow et al. (2016). Deep learning
can identify and capture patterns as a black-box model.
It has been shown to be useful for high dimensional and
nonlinear problems emerging in diverse areas such as image
analysis, time series modelling, speech recognition and text
classification. This paper provides one step to combine the
areas of system identification and deep learning by showing
the usefulness of deep SSMs applied to nonlinear system
identification. It helps to bridge the gap between the fields
and to learn from each others advances.

Nowadays, a wide range of system identification algo-
rithms for parametric models are available. Parametric
models such as SSMs can include pre-existing knowledge
about the structure of the system and can result in pre-
cise identification. For automatic control this is a popular
model class and a variety of identification algorithms is
available, e.g. Schön et al. (2011).

In deep learning recent advances in the development of
deep SSMs have been made, e.g. Bayer and Osendorfer
(2015); Chung et al. (2015); Fraccaro et al. (2016). The
class of deep SSMs has three main advantages. (1) Com-
pared with SSMs it is more flexible due to the use of Neural
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Networks (NNs). (2) In many cases it can be more expres-
sive for temporal data than feedforward NNs because of its
recurrent structure including hidden states. (3) Deep SSMs
can capture the output uncertainty. These advantages have
been exploited for the generation of handwritten text by
Liwicki and Bunke (2005) and speech by Prahallad et al.
(2013). The examples have highly nonlinear dynamics and
require accurate uncertainty quantification to generate
new realistic sequences. Our main contributions are:

• Bring the communities of system identification and
deep learning closer by rigorously elaborating a deep
learning model class and its learning algorithm, while
applying it to nonlinear system identification prob-
lems. It extends the toolbox of possible identification
approaches with a new class of deep learning mod-
els. This paper complements the work by Andersson
et al. (2019), where deterministic NNs are applied to
nonlinear system identification.

• In system identification there is a clear separation
of model structure and parameter estimation. In this
paper the same distinction between model structure
(Section 2) and parameter learning (Section 3) is
taken as a future guideline for deep learning.

• Six deep SSMs are compared in a unified implemen-
tation for nonlinear system identification (Section 4).
The model advantages are highlighted by showing
that a maximum likelihood estimate is obtained and
additionally the uncertainty is captured which is ben-
eficial in robust control or system analysis.

2. DEEP STATE SPACE MODELS FOR
SEQUENTIAL DATA

Sequence modeling is an active topic in deep learning
as motivated by the temporal nature of the physical
environment. A dynamic model is required to encode the
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field of machine learning and deep learning has emerged as
the new standard in many disciplines to model highly com-
plex systems, see Goodfellow et al. (2016). Deep learning
can identify and capture patterns as a black-box model.
It has been shown to be useful for high dimensional and
nonlinear problems emerging in diverse areas such as image
analysis, time series modelling, speech recognition and text
classification. This paper provides one step to combine the
areas of system identification and deep learning by showing
the usefulness of deep SSMs applied to nonlinear system
identification. It helps to bridge the gap between the fields
and to learn from each others advances.

Nowadays, a wide range of system identification algo-
rithms for parametric models are available. Parametric
models such as SSMs can include pre-existing knowledge
about the structure of the system and can result in pre-
cise identification. For automatic control this is a popular
model class and a variety of identification algorithms is
available, e.g. Schön et al. (2011).

In deep learning recent advances in the development of
deep SSMs have been made, e.g. Bayer and Osendorfer
(2015); Chung et al. (2015); Fraccaro et al. (2016). The
class of deep SSMs has three main advantages. (1) Com-
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Networks (NNs). (2) In many cases it can be more expres-
sive for temporal data than feedforward NNs because of its
recurrent structure including hidden states. (3) Deep SSMs
can capture the output uncertainty. These advantages have
been exploited for the generation of handwritten text by
Liwicki and Bunke (2005) and speech by Prahallad et al.
(2013). The examples have highly nonlinear dynamics and
require accurate uncertainty quantification to generate
new realistic sequences. Our main contributions are:

• Bring the communities of system identification and
deep learning closer by rigorously elaborating a deep
learning model class and its learning algorithm, while
applying it to nonlinear system identification prob-
lems. It extends the toolbox of possible identification
approaches with a new class of deep learning mod-
els. This paper complements the work by Andersson
et al. (2019), where deterministic NNs are applied to
nonlinear system identification.

• In system identification there is a clear separation
of model structure and parameter estimation. In this
paper the same distinction between model structure
(Section 2) and parameter learning (Section 3) is
taken as a future guideline for deep learning.

• Six deep SSMs are compared in a unified implemen-
tation for nonlinear system identification (Section 4).
The model advantages are highlighted by showing
that a maximum likelihood estimate is obtained and
additionally the uncertainty is captured which is ben-
eficial in robust control or system analysis.

2. DEEP STATE SPACE MODELS FOR
SEQUENTIAL DATA

Sequence modeling is an active topic in deep learning
as motivated by the temporal nature of the physical
environment. A dynamic model is required to encode the
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system dynamics. The model is identified from observed
input-output pairs {(ut,yt)}Tt=1 to predicted outputs ŷt.
An SSM is obtained if the computations are performed via
a latent variable h that incorporates past information:

ht = fθ(ht−1,ut,yt), (1a)

ŷt = gθ(ht), (1b)

where θ are unknown parameters. If the functions fθ(·)
and gθ(·) are described by deep mappings such as deep
NNs, the resulting model is referred to as a deep SSM.

Another deep learning research direction is that of gen-
erative models involving generative adversarial networks
(GANs) by Goodfellow et al. (2014) and Variational Au-
toencoders (VAEs) by Kingma and Welling (2014), which
are used to learn representations of the data and generate
new instances from the same distribution, such as realistic
images. Extending VAEs to sequential models such as in
Fraccaro (2018) yields the subclass of deep SSM models
which are studied in this paper. The building blocks for
these models are Recurrent NNs (RNNs) and VAEs.

2.1 Recurrent Neural Networks

RNNs are useful in modeling sequences of variable length.
Models with external inputs ut and outputs yt at each
time step are considered. RNNs make use of a hidden state
ht = fθ(ht−1,ut). The function parameters are learned by
unfolding the RNN and using backpropagation through
time. The most notable types of RNNs for long-term
dependencies are Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM) net-
works by Hochreiter and Schmidhuber (1997) and Gated
Recurrent Units (GRUs) by Cho et al. (2014), which yield
empirically similar results. GRUs are used in this paper
due to their structural simplicity.

2.2 Variational Autoencoders

A VAE embeds a representation of the data distribution
of x in a low dimensional latent variable z via an inference
network (encoder). A decoder network uses z to generate
new data x̃ of approximately the same distribution as x.
The conceptual idea of a VAE is visualized in Fig. 1 and
can be viewed as a latent variable model through z.

Within VAEs it is generally assumed that the data x
can be modelled by a normal distribution. The decoder
is chosen accordingly as pθ(x|z) = N

(
x|µdec,σdec

)
. The

parameters for this distribution are given by [µdec,σdec] =

NNdec
θ (z) as a deep NN with parameters θ, input z and

outputs µdec and σdec. The generative model is charac-
terized by the joint distribution pθ(x, z) = pθ(x|z)pθ(z),
where the multivariate normal distribution pθ(z) =
N (z|µprior,σprior) is used as prior. The prior parameters
are usually chosen as [µprior,σprior] = [0, I].

Fig. 1. Conceptual idea of the VAE.

For the data embedding in z, the distribution of interest
is the posterior p(z|x) which is intractable in general. It
is approximated by a parametric distribution qφ(z|x) =
N (z|µenc,σenc). The distribution parameters are encoded
by a deep NN [µenc,σenc] = NNenc

φ (x). This network
is optimized by variational inference of the variational
parameters φ shared over all data points, Blei et al. (2017).

Notably, there exists a connection between the VAE and
linear dimension reduction methods such as PCA. In
Roweis (1998) it is shown that the PCA corresponds to a
linear Gaussian model. Specifically, the VAE can be viewed
as a nonlinear generalization of the probabilistic PCA.

2.3 Combining RNNs and VAEs into deep SSMs

To obtain a deep SSM we combine RNNs with VAEs, see
Fig. 2 for concrete examples. The RNN can be viewed as a
special case of classic SSMs with Dirac delta functions as
state transition distribution p̃(ht|ht−1) compare with (1a)
or Fraccaro (2018). The VAE can be used to approximate
the output distributions of the dynamics from the RNN
output, see (1b). A temporal extension of the VAE is re-
quired for the studied class of deep SSMs. The parameters
of the VAE prior are updated sequentially with the output
zt of the RNN as [µprior

t ,σprior
t ] = NNprior

θ (zt−1,ut). The
state transition distribution is given by pθ(zt|zt−1,ut) =

N (zt|µprior
t ,σprior

t ). Note that compared with the VAE

prior, the parameters µprior
t ,σprior

t are now not static but
dependent on previous time steps and describe the recur-
rence of the model. Similarly the output distribution is
given as pθ(yt|zt) = N (yt|µdec

t ,σdec
t ) with [µdec

t ,σdec
t ] =

NNdec
θ (zt). The joint distribution of the deep SSM is

pθ(y1:T , z1:T |u1:T , z0) =

T∏
t=1

pθ(yt|zt)pθ(zt|zt−1,ut). (2)

Similar to the VAE, this expression describes the gener-
ative process. It can be further decomposed with a clear
separation between the RNN and the VAE which yields
the most simple form within the studied class of deep
SSMs, the so-called VAE-RNN from Fraccaro (2018). The
model consists of stacking a VAE on top of an RNN
as shown in Fig. 2. Notice the clear separation between
model parameter learning in the inference network with
the available data {(ut,yt)}Tt=1 and the output prediction
ŷt in the generative network. The joint true posterior can
be factorized according to the graphical model as

pθ(y1:T , z1:T ,h1:T |u1:T ,h0) = pθ(y1:T |z1:T )×
×pθ(z1:T |h1:T )p̃(h1:T |u1:T ,h0), (3)

with prior given by pθ(zt|ht) = N
(
zt|µprior

t ,σprior
t

)
with

[µprior
t ,σprior

t ] = NNprior
θ (ht) only depending on the recur-

rent state ht. The approximate posterior can be chosen to
mimic the same factorization

qφ(z1:T ,h1:T |y1:T ,u1:T ,h0) = qφ(z1:T |y1:T ,h1:T )×
×p̃(h1:T |u1:T ,h0). (4)

In this paper we consider variations in this class of the
deep SSM next to the VAE-RNN, specifically:

• Variational RNN (VRNN) by Chung et al. (2015):
Based on VAE-RNN but the recurrence additionally
uses the previous latent variable zt−1 for pθ(ht) =
pθ(ht|ht−1,ut, zt−1).
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×p̃(h1:T |u1:T ,h0). (4)

In this paper we consider variations in this class of the
deep SSM next to the VAE-RNN, specifically:

• Variational RNN (VRNN) by Chung et al. (2015):
Based on VAE-RNN but the recurrence additionally
uses the previous latent variable zt−1 for pθ(ht) =
pθ(ht|ht−1,ut, zt−1).

• VRNN-I by Chung et al. (2015): Same as VRNN but
a static prior is used [µprior,σprior] = [0, I] in every
time step.

• Stochastic RNN (STORN) by Bayer and Osendor-
fer (2015): Based on the VRNN-I. In the inference
network STORN additionally makes use of a forward
running RNN with input yt, latent variable dt and
output zt. Hence, zt is characterized by pθ(zt) =∫
pθ(zt|dt)pθ(dt|dt−1,yt)ddt.

For VRNN and VRNN-I an additional version using Gaus-
sian mixtures as output distribution (VRNN-GMM) is
studied. More methods are available in literature, see e.g.
Alias Parth Goyal et al. (2017); Fraccaro et al. (2016).

(a) Inference network (b) Generative network

Fig. 2. Graphical model of the VAE-RNN model.

3. MODEL PARAMETER LEARNING

3.1 Cost Function for the VAE

The parameter learning method of the deep SSMs is based
on the method used for VAEs. The VAE parameters θ are

learned by maximum likelihood L(θ) = ∑N
i=1 log pθ(xi) =∑N

i=1 Li(θ) with N data points {xi}Ni=1. Performing varia-
tional inference with shared parameters for all data results
in the following using Jensen’s inequality

Li(θ) = log pθ(x) = log

∫
pθ(x, z)dz

= logEqφ(z|x)

[
pθ(x, z)

qφ(z|x)

]

≥ Eqφ(z|x)

[
log

pθ(x, z)

qφ(z|x)

]
= L̃i(θ, φ). (5)

The expression L̃i(θ, φ) is referred to as the evidence lower
bound (ELBO) and can be rewritten using the Kullback-
Leibler (KL) divergence

L̃i(θ, φ) = Eqφ [log pθ(x|z)]−KL (qφ(z|x)||pθ(z)) , (6)

where the expectation is w.r.t. qφ(z|x). The first term
encourages the reconstruction of the data by the decoder.
The KL-divergence in the second term is a measure of
closeness between the two distributions and can be inter-
preted as a regularization term. Approximate posteriors
qφ(z|x) far away from the prior pθ(z) are penalized. The

ELBO is then given by L̃(θ, φ) =
∑N

i=1 L̃i(θ, φ) which is
maximized instead of the intractable log-likelihood L(θ).
3.2 Cost Function for Deep SSMs

A temporal extension of the VAE parameter learning is
required for the studied deep SSMs. A similar derivation

for the ELBO of the VAE as in (5) leads for the generic
deep SSM to

L̃(θ, φ) = Eqφ

[
log

pθ(y1:T , z1:T |u1:T , z0)

qφ(z1:T |y1:T ,u1:T , z0)

]
, (7)

where the expectation is w.r.t. the approximate distribu-
tion qφ(z1:T |y1:T ,u1:T , z0). The factorization of the true
joint posterior distribution from (2) can be applied which
yields an ELBO as the sum over all time steps. Note
that in this generic scheme qφ(·) can be factorized as∏T

t=1 qφ(zt|zt−1,yt:T ,ut:T ), which requires a smoothing
step since zt depends on all inputs and outputs for all time
steps t = 1, . . . , T . If there exists a similar factorization
for the approximate posterior as in (4), then an expression
similar to (6) for the VAE in can be obtained.

In the VAE-RNN a solution for parameter learning is
obtained by a clear separation between the RNN and
the VAE. Note that here no smoothing step for the
variational distribution is necessary since the states z1:T
are independent given h1:T as can be seen by d-separation
in Fig. 2. The same factorization as in (4) can be used.
The ELBO for the VAE-RNN is written as

L̃(θ, φ) = Eqφ

[
log

pθ(y1:T , z1:T ,h1:T |u1:T ,h0)

qφ(z1:T ,h1:T |y1:T ,u1:T ,h0)

]
, (8)

where the expectation is taken w.r.t. the approximate pos-
terior qφ(z1:T ,h1:T |y1:T ,u1:T ,h0). Applying the posterior
factorizations in (3) and (4) to the ELBO in (8) and taking
the expectation w.r.t. qφ(zt|yt,ht) yields

L̃(θ, φ) =
T∑

t=1

Eqφ

[
log

pθ(yt|zt)pθ(zt|ht)

qφ(zt|yt,ht)

]

=
T∑

t=1

Eqφ [log pθ(yt|zt)]−

KL (qφ(zt|yt,ht)||pθ(zt|ht)) , (9)

which is of the same form as the VAE ELBO in (6), but
with a temporal extension summing over all time steps.

4. NUMERICAL EXPERIMENTS

All six models described in Section 2 are evaluated. The
model hyperparameters are the dimension of the hidden
state zt denoted by zdim, the dimension of the RNN hidden
state ht denoted by hdim and the number of layers within
the RNN networks nlayer. For STORN the dimension of dt

is chosen equal to that of ht. The VRNN-GMM uses five
Gaussian mixtures in the output distribution. The encoder
and decoder are modelled as 3-layer NN and the features
of yt, ut, zt are extracted with 2-layer NNs.

For parameter learning, hyperparameter and model selec-
tion, the data is split in training and validation data. A
separate test data set is used for evaluating the final per-
formance. The ADAM optimizer with default parameters
is used with early stopping and batch normalization, see
Kingma and Ba (2015). The initial learning rate of 10−3

is decreased if the validation loss plateaus. Note that the
optimization parameters are not fine-tuned for any for the
experiments whereas the sequence length for training is
considered to be a design parameter.

Three experiments are conducted: (1) a linear Gaussian
system, (2) the nonlinear Narendra-Li Benchmark from
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Narendra and Li (1996), and (3) the Wiener-Hammerstein
(WH) process noise benchmark from Schoukens and Noel
(2017). The first two experiments are considered to show
the power of deep SSMs for uncertainty quantification with
known true uncertainty, while the last experiment serves
as a more complex real world example. The identified
models are evaluated in open loop. The initial state is
not estimated. The generated output sequences are com-
pared with the true test data output. As performance
metric, the root mean squared error (RMSE) is con-

sidered,
√

1
T

∑T
t=1(ŷt − yt)2 with ŷt = µdec

t such that

a fair comparison with maximum likelihood estimation
methods can be made. To quantify the quality of the
uncertainty estimate, the negative log-likelihood (NLL)

per time step is used, 1
T

∑T
t=1 − logN

(
yt|µdec

t ,σdec
t

)
, de-

scribing how likely it is that the true data point falls in
the model output distribution. PyTorch code is available
https://github.com/dgedon/DeepSSM SysID.

4.1 Toy Problem: Linear Gaussian System

Consider the following linear system with process noise
vk ∼ N (0, 0.5 · I) and measurement noise wk ∼ N (0, 1)

xk+1 =

[
0.7 0.8
0 0.1

]
xk +

[
−1
0.1

]
uk + vk, (10a)

yk = [1 0]xk +wk. (10b)

The models are trained and validated with 2 000 samples
and tested on 5 000 samples. The same number of layers in
the NNs is taken for all models but with different number
of neurons per layer. A grid search for the selection of the
best architecture is performed with hdim = {50, 60, 70, 80}
and zdim = {2, 5, 10}. Here nlayer = 1 is chosen due
to the simplicity of the experiment. For all models the
architecture with the lowest RMSE value is presented.

The deep SSMs are compared with two methods. First,
a linear model is identified using SSEST from the system
identification toolbox, Ljung (2018) with the true system
order of 2. SSEST also estimates the output variance,
which is used as baseline. Second, the true system matrices
as best possible linear model are run in open loop without
noise.

The results are listed in Table 1; the models are listed
with increasing complexity. For the deep SSMs the values
are averaged over 50 identified models and for the baseline
methods over 500 identifications, since these methods are
computationally less expensive. The results indicate that
the deep SSMs can reach an accuracy close to the state
of the art methods. Note that SSEST assumes a linear
model, whereas the deep SSMs fit a flexible, nonlinear
model. The table also shows that a more complex deep
SSM yields more accurate results. An open loop plot with
mean and confidence interval of ±3 standard deviation
for the identified models by STORN and SSEST (only
mean) is given in Fig. 3 and compared to the ground truth.
The uncertainty is captured well, but it is conservatively
overestimated.

4.2 Narendra-Li Benchmark

The dynamics of the Narendra-Li benchmark are given
by Narendra and Li (1996) with additional measurement

Table 1. Results for linear Gaussian toy problem.
Model RMSE NLL (hdim,zdim)
VAE-RNN 1.56 1.95 (80,10)
VRNN-Gauss-I 1.48 1.82 (50,5)
VRNN-Gauss 1.47 1.85 (80,2)
VRNN-GMM-I 1.45 1.80 (70,10)
VRNN-GMM 1.43 1.79 (50,5)
STORN 1.43 1.79 (60,5)
SSEST 1.41 1.78 -
True lin. model 1.34 - -
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Fig. 3. Toy problem: results of open loop run for test data,
STORN (both with µ± 3σ) and SSEST. Shaded area
depicts uncertainty.

noise from Stenman (1999). The benchmark is designed as
a highly nonlinear but non-physical, fictional system.

This benchmark is evaluated for a varying number of
training samples in [2 000; 60 000]. For each identification
5 000 validation samples and the same 5 000 test samples
are used. A gridsearch is performed to choose architecture
parameters, revealing, that in general it is advantageous to
have larger networks. Hence, for comparability all models
are run with hdim = 60, zdim = 10 and nlayer = 1. No
batch normalization is applied.

The results are plotted in Fig. 4 and show averaged RMSE
and NLL values over 30 identified models for varying
training data sizes. Generally, more training data yields
more accurate estimates, both in terms of RMSE and NLL.
After a specific amount of training data, the identification
results stop to improve. This plateau indicates that the
chosen model is saturated. Larger models could be more
flexible to decrease the values even further. Specifically, the
STORN model outperforms the other models, all of which
show similar performance. This is due to the enhanced
flexibility in STORN via the use of a second recurrent
network in the inference, allowing for the learned state
representations zt to be more accurate.

The lowest RMSE values of each model are in Table 2
compared with results from literature. The methods com-
pared against do not estimate uncertainty, therefore NLL
cannot be provided. Table 2 also includes the required
number of samples to obtain the given performance. The
table indicates that deep SSMs require more samples for
learning than classic models which is in line with general
deep learning experience. Despite the performance gap, we
believe this research to be of interest in areas where many
datapoints are available and deep SSM can provide an
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Narendra and Li (1996), and (3) the Wiener-Hammerstein
(WH) process noise benchmark from Schoukens and Noel
(2017). The first two experiments are considered to show
the power of deep SSMs for uncertainty quantification with
known true uncertainty, while the last experiment serves
as a more complex real world example. The identified
models are evaluated in open loop. The initial state is
not estimated. The generated output sequences are com-
pared with the true test data output. As performance
metric, the root mean squared error (RMSE) is con-

sidered,
√

1
T

∑T
t=1(ŷt − yt)2 with ŷt = µdec

t such that

a fair comparison with maximum likelihood estimation
methods can be made. To quantify the quality of the
uncertainty estimate, the negative log-likelihood (NLL)

per time step is used, 1
T

∑T
t=1 − logN

(
yt|µdec

t ,σdec
t

)
, de-

scribing how likely it is that the true data point falls in
the model output distribution. PyTorch code is available
https://github.com/dgedon/DeepSSM SysID.

4.1 Toy Problem: Linear Gaussian System

Consider the following linear system with process noise
vk ∼ N (0, 0.5 · I) and measurement noise wk ∼ N (0, 1)

xk+1 =
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0.7 0.8
0 0.1

]
xk +

[
−1
0.1

]
uk + vk, (10a)

yk = [1 0]xk +wk. (10b)

The models are trained and validated with 2 000 samples
and tested on 5 000 samples. The same number of layers in
the NNs is taken for all models but with different number
of neurons per layer. A grid search for the selection of the
best architecture is performed with hdim = {50, 60, 70, 80}
and zdim = {2, 5, 10}. Here nlayer = 1 is chosen due
to the simplicity of the experiment. For all models the
architecture with the lowest RMSE value is presented.

The deep SSMs are compared with two methods. First,
a linear model is identified using SSEST from the system
identification toolbox, Ljung (2018) with the true system
order of 2. SSEST also estimates the output variance,
which is used as baseline. Second, the true system matrices
as best possible linear model are run in open loop without
noise.

The results are listed in Table 1; the models are listed
with increasing complexity. For the deep SSMs the values
are averaged over 50 identified models and for the baseline
methods over 500 identifications, since these methods are
computationally less expensive. The results indicate that
the deep SSMs can reach an accuracy close to the state
of the art methods. Note that SSEST assumes a linear
model, whereas the deep SSMs fit a flexible, nonlinear
model. The table also shows that a more complex deep
SSM yields more accurate results. An open loop plot with
mean and confidence interval of ±3 standard deviation
for the identified models by STORN and SSEST (only
mean) is given in Fig. 3 and compared to the ground truth.
The uncertainty is captured well, but it is conservatively
overestimated.

4.2 Narendra-Li Benchmark

The dynamics of the Narendra-Li benchmark are given
by Narendra and Li (1996) with additional measurement

Table 1. Results for linear Gaussian toy problem.
Model RMSE NLL (hdim,zdim)
VAE-RNN 1.56 1.95 (80,10)
VRNN-Gauss-I 1.48 1.82 (50,5)
VRNN-Gauss 1.47 1.85 (80,2)
VRNN-GMM-I 1.45 1.80 (70,10)
VRNN-GMM 1.43 1.79 (50,5)
STORN 1.43 1.79 (60,5)
SSEST 1.41 1.78 -
True lin. model 1.34 - -
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noise from Stenman (1999). The benchmark is designed as
a highly nonlinear but non-physical, fictional system.

This benchmark is evaluated for a varying number of
training samples in [2 000; 60 000]. For each identification
5 000 validation samples and the same 5 000 test samples
are used. A gridsearch is performed to choose architecture
parameters, revealing, that in general it is advantageous to
have larger networks. Hence, for comparability all models
are run with hdim = 60, zdim = 10 and nlayer = 1. No
batch normalization is applied.

The results are plotted in Fig. 4 and show averaged RMSE
and NLL values over 30 identified models for varying
training data sizes. Generally, more training data yields
more accurate estimates, both in terms of RMSE and NLL.
After a specific amount of training data, the identification
results stop to improve. This plateau indicates that the
chosen model is saturated. Larger models could be more
flexible to decrease the values even further. Specifically, the
STORN model outperforms the other models, all of which
show similar performance. This is due to the enhanced
flexibility in STORN via the use of a second recurrent
network in the inference, allowing for the learned state
representations zt to be more accurate.

The lowest RMSE values of each model are in Table 2
compared with results from literature. The methods com-
pared against do not estimate uncertainty, therefore NLL
cannot be provided. Table 2 also includes the required
number of samples to obtain the given performance. The
table indicates that deep SSMs require more samples for
learning than classic models which is in line with general
deep learning experience. Despite the performance gap, we
believe this research to be of interest in areas where many
datapoints are available and deep SSM can provide an

accurate black-box model. One reason for the performance
gap can be that gray-box models from literature are com-
pared with deep SSMs which are black-box models. The
results indicate that in particular STORN reaches RMSE
values close to gray-box models.

An open-loop run for identified STORN model compared
with the true data is given in Fig. 5. Mean value and
±3 standard deviations are shown. The figure highlights:
First, the complex nonlinear dynamics are identified well.
Second, the uncertainty bounds are captured but are much
more conservative than the true bounds.
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Fig. 4. Narendra-Li benchmark: RMSE and NLL for vary-
ing number of training data points. VRNN-Gauss-I
and VRNN-GMM-I with dashed lines.

Table 2. Results for the Narendra-Li benchmark.
Model RMSE NLL Samples
VAE-RNN 0.84 1.34 50 000
VRNN-Gauss-I 0.89 1.31 60 000
VRNN-Gauss 0.85 1.28 30 000
VRNN-GMM-I 0.87 1.29 20 000
VRNN-GMM 0.87 1.30 50 000
STORN 0.64 1.20 60 000
Multivariate adaptive 0.46 - 2 000

regression splines
Adapt. hinging hyperplanes 0.31 - 2 000
Model-on-demand 0.46 - 50 000
Direct weight optimization 0.43 - 50 000
Basis function expansion 0.06 - 2 000

4.3 Wiener-Hammerstein Process Noise Benchmark

The WH benchmark with process noise by Schoukens and
Noel (2017) provides measured input-output data from
an electric circuit. The system can be described by a
nonlinear WH model which has a nonlinearity between two
linear dynamic systems. Process noise enters before the
nonlinearity making the benchmark particularly difficult.

The training data consist of 8 192 samples where the
input is a faded multisine realization. The validation
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Fig. 5. Narendra-Li benchmark: Time evaluation of true
system and STORN with uncertainties.

data are taken from the same data set but a different
realization. The test data set consists of 16 384 samples,
one multisine realization and one swept sine. Preliminary
tests indicate that a longer training sequence length yield
more accurate results, hence a length of 2 048 points is
used. This benchmark is evaluated for varying sizes of
the deep SSM layers. Here hdim = {30, 40, 50, 60} with
constant zdim = 3 and nlayer = 3.

The resulting RMSE values for the multisine and swept
sine test sequence are presented in Fig. 6. The lowest
RMSE values of the plot are in Table 3 compared to
state of the art methods from the literature. The values
are presented as averages over 20 identified models. The
plot indicates that the influence of hdim is rather limited.
Larger values and therefore larger NNs in general tend
to result in more accurate identification results. Again,
STORN yields the best results, while also the very simple
VAE-RNN identifies this complex benchmark well. The
jagged behaviour of the plot may arise since the chosen
identification data set only consists of two realizations.
Therefore the randomness over the multiple experiments
originates mainly from random initialization of the weights
in the NNs. The difference to results from literature in
Table 3 could result because these methods are gray-box
models and incorporate system knowledge.
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Table 3. Results in RMSE for WH benchmark.
Model swept sine multisine
VAE-RNN 0.050 0.059
VRNN-Gauss-I 0.076 0.076
VRNN-Gauss 0.082 0.079
VRNN-GMM-I 0.066 0.067
VRNN-GMM 0.076 0.074
STORN 0.034 0.051
NOBF ≈0.2 <0.3
NFIR <0.05 <0.05
NARX <0.05 ≈0.05
PNLSS 0.022 0.038
Best Linear Approx. - 0.035
ML - 0.016
SMC 0.014 0.015

5. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

This paper provides an introduction to deep SSMs as an
extension to SSMs using highly flexible NNs and elabo-
rates the parameter learning method based on variational
inference. Six deep SSMs are implemented and applied to
three system identification problems to benchmark their
potential. The results indicate that the class of deep SSMs
is competitive to classic identification methods. Therefore,
the toolbox of nonlinear identification methods is extended
by a new model class based on deep learning. Deep SSMs
also estimate the uncertainty in the dynamics by its prob-
abilistic nature, which appears to be as conservative as
established uncertainty quantification methods. This con-
servative behavior is in line with the existing literature on
variational inference of deep learning models.

This study concerns a subclass of deep SSMs based on
variational inference methods. Future work should study
a broader class of deep SSMs and more nonlinear system
identification benchmarks should be considered. It is of
high interest to use deep SSM in automatic control like e.g.
model predictive control and to elaborate how to exploit
the latent state variables.
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